Towards a
GPU-Accelerated Causal Inference

Motivation
The rise of the Internet of Things led to a growing interest into the analysis of massive complex datasets
collected by sensors in industrial manufacturing processes:
§ Structural knowledge allows to derive actionable insights;
§ Causal inference requires algorithmic support due to a rising complexity;
§ Inefficiency of the common algorithms hinders its application in practice;
§ Harness the processing power of the GPU to address the algorithm's computational complexity.

Causal Inference Procedure

Figure: A schematic representation of the causal
inference procedure

In the recent years, the notion of causality has grown
from a nebulous concept into a mathematical theory1.
A conceptual algorithm for learning the causal
graphical model operates in two phases2:
§ Skeleton Discovery, use conditional independence
tests to receive information about the underlying
relationships.
§ Edge Orientation, determine the orientation of the
detected relationships to construct a causal
graphical model.

Prelimanary Results
gputools CUDA-shared

In our work, we developed an improved GPUaccelerated implementation for the calculation of the
correlation matrix, called CUDA-shared. In our
implementation, we reduce the number of accesses to
global memory by utilizing the available shared
memory of the GPU.
We evaluated our implementation based on real world
gene expression3 datasets and an industrial
manufacturing dataset.
In the experiment we compare our implementation to
an existing CUDA-enabled version from the R package
gputools4.
The empirical results, as depicted in the table on the
right, show that the CUDA-shared version achieves a
speed-up of up to a factor 1.5 .
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44.79

29.07

MCC

35.17

23.83

NCI-60

25.18

16.98

Saureus

184.13

124.89

Scerevisiae

564.83

357.46

Industrial

259.92

228.44

Table: Calculation of the correlation matrix gputools vs
CUDA-shared - median of 100 executions in milliseconds
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